KENNY BARRON

PARTIAL DISCOGRAPHY

Jimmy Owens-No Escaping It-Polydor

Freddie Hubbard-Sing Me A Song Of Song-Atlantic

Yusef Lateef-Part Of The Search-Atlantic

Idris Muhammad-Peace And Rhythm-Prestige

Buddy Terry-Pure Dynamite-Mainstream

Jimmy Heath-The Gap Sealer-Cobblestone

Yusef Lateef-Hush 'n Thunder-Atlantic

Yusef Lateef-Gentle Giant-Atlantic

Bill Barron-Motivation-Savoy

Pete Yellin-Dance Of Allegra-Mainstream

James Moody-Feelin' It Together-Muse

Kenny Barron-Sunset To Dawn-Muse

Albert Heath-Kwanza (The First)-Muse
Roy Haynes-Togyu-RCA

Kenny Barron-Peruvian Blue-Muse

Buddy Rich-Very Live At Buddy's Place-Groove Merchant

Buddy Rich-Tuff Dude-LRC Denon

Buddy Rich-The Last Blues Album Volume 1-Groove Merchant

George Freeman-Man and Woman-Groove Merchant

Lionel Hampton-Hamp's Blues-Denon

Various Artists-The Best of The Jazz Singers-FishFry Nothin

Buddy Rich-No Jive-Novus

Earl and Carl Grubbs-Rebirth-Muse

George Benson-Bad Benson-CTI

Kenny Barron and Ted Dunbar-In Tandem-Muse

Kenny Barron-Lucifer-Muse

Elvin Jones-New Agenda-Vanguard

Sonny Fortune-Awakening-Horizon

Joe Lee Wilson-Hey Look At You-East Wind

Yusef Lateef-Ten Years Hence-Pablo
James Moody - Timeless Aura - Vanguard

Yusef Lateef - The Doctor Is In And Out - Atlantic

Al Gafa - Leblon Beach - Pablo

Jimmy Owens - Jimmy Owens - Horizon

Ron Carter - Yellow And Green - CTI

Buster Williams - Crystal Reflections - Muse

Roland Prince - Color Visions - Vanguard

Ron Carter - Pastels - Milestone

James Moody - Sun Journey - Vanguard

Chet Baker - You Can't Go Home Again - Horizon

Chet Baker - The Best Thing For You - Horizon

Ron Carter - Piccolo - Milestone

Sonny Fortune - Serengeti Minstrel - Atlantic

Roland Prince - Free Spirit - Vanguard

Elvin Jones - Time Capsule - Vanguard